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the mobile device.

The details of one or more embodiments of the subject
matter of this specification are set forth in the accompanying

BACKGROUND

This specification relates to neural network architectures
and compressing neural networks .
Neural networks are machine learning models that
employ one or more layers of nonlinear units to predict an
output for a received input. Some neural networks include
one or more hidden layers in addition to an output layer. The

pressed recurrent layers having fewer parameters than the
weight matrices of the corresponding layers in the uncom
pressed recurrent neural network . In fact, because the com
pressed recurrent neural network has a smaller computa
tional footprint, the compressed network may be able to be
effectively implemented to process inputs in real -time on a
mobile device having limited storage and processing power
even when the uncompressed network could not be run on

15

drawings and the description below . Other features, aspects ,
and advantages of the subject matter will become apparent
from the description , the drawings, and the claims .
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

. 1 shows an example neural network system .
output of each hidden layer is used as input to the next layer 20 FIG
FIG
. 2 is a flow diagram of an example process for
in the network , i.e. , the next hidden layer or the output layer.
Each layer of the network generates an output from a compressing a recurrent neural network .
FIG . 3 is a flow diagram of an example process for
received input in accordance with current values of a respec

tive set ofparameters. Some neural networks, e.g. , those that compressing an inter - layer weight matrix and a recurrent
are designed for time series problems or sequence -to - se- 25 weight matrix for a particular recurrent layer.
quence learning (recurrent neural networks (RNNs) ), incorLike reference numbers and designations in the various
porate recurrent loops which permit memory, in the form of drawings indicate like elements .
a hidden state variable , to persist within a layer between data
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
inputs. A variation of RNNs, long short- term memory
( LSTM) neural networks include multiple gates within each 30
layer to control the persistence of data between data inputs .
FIG . 1 shows an example neural network system 100. The
Some neural networks, e.g. , those that are designed for time neural network system 100 is an example of a system
series problems or sequence - to - sequence learning, incorpo- implemented as computer programs on one or more com
rate recurrent loops which permit memory , in the form of a puters in one or more locations, in which the systems ,

hidden state variable, to persist within a layer between data 35 mented
components
, and techniques described below are imple
.

inputs.

SUMMARY

This specification describes technologies that relate to 40

recurrent neural network architectures. In general, a recurrent neural network includes at least one recurrent neural
network layer that is compressed . In particular, the recurrent
weight matrix and the inter - layer weight matrix for the
compressed recurrent layer are jointly compressed using a 45
shared projection matrix .
For a system of one or more computers to be configured
to perform particular operations or actions means that the
system has installed on it software, firmware, hardware, or
a combination of them that in operation cause the system to 50
perform the operations or actions . For one or more computer
programs to be configured to perform particular operations
or actions means that the one or more programs include
instructions that, when executed by data processing appa-

ratus
, cause the apparatus to perform the operations or 55
actions .

The subject matter described in this specification can be
implemented in particular embodiments so as to realize one
or more of the following advantages. By compressing the
weight matrices of one or more of the recurrent layers in a 60
recurrent neural network, the recurrent neural network is
configured to be able to process data more efficiently and use
less data storage . In particular, a recurrent neural network
having one or compressed recurrent layers can be effectively
trained to achieve performance that is comparable to full 65
size , e.g. , uncompressed , recurrent neural networks, while
using less data storage and being able to process inputs faster

The neural network system 100 is a machine learning
system that receives a respective neural network input at
each of multiple time steps and generates a respective neural
network output at each of the time steps . That is , at each of
the multiple time steps , the neural network system 100
receives a neural network input and processes the neural
network input to generate a neural network output. For
example, at a given time step t , the neural network system
100 can receive a neural network input 102 and generate a
neural network output 142 .
The neural network system 100 can store the generated
neural network outputs in an output data repository or
provide the neural network outputs for use for some other
immediate purpose .
The neural network system 100 can be configured to
receive any kind of digital data input and to generate any
kind of score or classification output based on the input.
For example, if the inputs to the neural network system
100 are images or features that have been extracted from
images , the output generated by the neural network system
100 for a given image may be scores for each of a set of
object categories, with each score representing an estimated
likelihood that the image contains an image of an object
belonging to the category.
As another example, if the inputs to the neural network
system 100 are Internet resources (e.g. , web pages ) , docu
ments , or portions of documents or features extracted from
Internet resources , documents , or portions of documents, the
output generated by the neural network system 100 for a
given Internet resource , document, or portion of a document
may be a score for each of a set of topics , with each score

US 10,878,319 B2
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representing an estimated likelihood that the Internet
resource , document, or document portion is about the topic .
As another example, if the inputs to the neural network

preceding time step . For the first time step , the current layer
state may be a predetermined initial layer state .
The recurrent layer 130 is configured to , at each of the

actions taken by the user, the output generated by the neural

to update the current layer state to generate a new layer state

the neural network system 100 is part of a reinforcement
learning system that provides content recommendations to
users .

input to another recurrent layer in the recurrent neural
network 110 , as input to a different type of neural network
component, e.g. , to an output layer or a different type of

system 100 is text in one language, the output generated by

network output 142 of the recurrent neural network 110 .

system 100 are features of a personalized recommendation time steps , receive the new layer output 126 and to process
for a user, e.g. , features characterizing the context for the 5 the new layer output 126 and a current layer state of the
recommendation , e.g. , features characterizing previous recurrent layer 130 to generate a new layer output 136 and

network system 100 may be a score for each of a set of 134 .
content items , with each score representing an estimated
Depending on the configuration of the recurrent neural
likelihood that the user will respond favorably to being 10 network
110 , the new layer output 126 may be provided as
recommended the content item . In some of these examples,

As another example, if the input to the neural network 15 neural network layer, or may be provided as the neural

the neural network system 100 may be a score for each of a
set of pieces of text in another language, with each score

Each recurrent layer in the recurrent neural network 110

has two corresponding weight matrices: a recurrent weight
representing an estimated likelihood that the piece of text in matrix and an inter - layer weight matrix . Generally, during
the other language is a proper translation of the input text 20 processing at a given time step , the recurrent weight matrix
into the other language.
for a given recurrent layer is applied to the layer output

As another example, if the input to the neural network generated by the recurrent layer at the preceding time step
system 100 is features of a spoken utterance , the output while the inter - layer weight matrix is applied to layer
generated by the neural network system 100 may be a score outputs generated by the recurrent layer at the given time
for each of a set of pieces of text, each score representing an 25 step . Thus, the recurrent weight matrix for a given recurrent
estimated likelihood that the piece of text is the correct layer will generally be applied by the given recurrent layer
transcription for the utterance .
while the inter - layer weight matrix will generally be applied
As another example, if the inputs to the neural network by the next layer that receives the layer output generated by
system 100 are images , the output generated by the neural the given recurrent layer at the time step , e.g. , the next layer
network system 100 may be a score for each of a set of 30 above the given layer in the stack .
pieces of text, each score representing an estimated likeliIn some implementations, the recurrent neural network
hood that the piece of text is text that is present in the input 110 is a standard recurrent neural network and the state of
image .
each recurrent layer is therefore also used as the layer output
In particular, the neural network system 100 includes a of the recurrent layer. That is , the updated state of the layer
recurrent
neural network 110 which, in turn , includes mul- 35 for a given time step is also used as the layer output for the
tiple recurrent layers, i.e. , at least a compressed recurrent layer for the given time step . Thus, new layer output 136 is
layer 1 120 and a recurrent layer 1 + 1 130. The recurrent
neural network 110 is configured to , at each of the time

steps , receive the neural network input at the time step and

the same as new layer state 134 and new layer output 126 is
the same as new layer state 124 .
In these implementations, if neither of the compressed

to process the neural network input to generate the neural 40 recurrent layer 120 or the recurrent layer 130 were com
network output at the time step .
pressed , the compressed recurrent layer 120 would be con
In addition to the compressed recurrent layer 120 and the figured to generate a layer output h, 126 ( and new layer state

recurrent layer 130 , the recurrent neural network 110 may 124 ) at time step t that satisfied:
include one or more other components, e.g. , other recurrent
layers, other non - recurrent neural network layers, and so on . 45
ht = oW ! -- : + w , th - / ' + b ) ,
For example, the recurrent neural network 100 may be a where W 2-1 is an inter -layer weight matrix for the layer
deep recurrent network that includes multiple recurrent
the layer 120 in the recurrent neural network 110 ,
layers including the compressed recurrent layer 120 and the before
1-1
the layer output of the layer before the layer 120 , W?
recurrent layer 130 arranged in an ordered stack one on top ish , theisrecurrent
matrix for the uncompressed version
of one another, and an output layer that, at each time step , 50 of the recurrent weight
layer 120 , h4_1' is the current layer state ( and
receives the layer output from the highest recurrent layer in the
layer output from the preceding time step ) , b ’ is the bias
the stack and, optionally, other recurrent layers in the stack , vector
for the layer 120 , and o ( ) denotes a non - linear
and processes the layer output to generate the neural net activation
function .
work output 142 at the time step .
The recurrent1+layer
130 would be configured to generate
The compressed recurrent layer 120 is configured to , at 55 a layer
1
output
h
,
136
( and new layer state 134 ) at time step
each of the time steps, receive a current layer input 122 and

to process the current layer input 122 , a current layer state t that satisfies:
of the recurrent layer 120 , and a current layer output of the
+ 1 +62+ 1),
=o ( W 'h '+wl+ 1h4_141
recurrent layer 120 to generate a new layer output 126 and
to update the current layer state to generate a new layer state 60 where Wa' is an inter - layer weight matrix for the uncom
124 .
pressed version of the layer 120 , h , is the layer output 126
Depending on the configuration of the recurrent neural of the recurrent layer 120 , Wh1+ 1 is the recurrent weight
network 110 , the current layer input 122 may be the neural matrix for the recurrent layer 130 , hy_12 +1 is the current layer
network input 102 or an output generated by a different state ( and the layer output from the preceding time step ) for
component of the recurrent neural network 110 .
65 the recurrent layer 130 , b ?+1 is the bias vector for the
1+ 1

Additionally , for each time step after the first step , the
current layer state is the new layer state generated at the

recurrent layer 130 , and o ( ) denotes a non -linear activation
function .
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However, because at least the compressed recurrent layer in the recurrent neural network 110 can each be compressed
120 has been compressed , the inter - layer and recurrent as described below with reference to FIG . 3 .
weight matrices for the compressed recurrent layer 120 have
In some implementations, jointly compressing the recur
rent weight matrix and the inter - layer weight matrix such
been modified .
In particular, a compressed recurrent layer is a recurrent 5 that the projection matrix is shared across the recurrent and
layer for which the recurrent and inter - layer matrices have inter - layer weight matrices as described in this specification

each been replaced by a respective lower - rank approxima may allow for more efficient parameterization of the weight
tion . That is , the recurrent weight matrix for the compressed matrices. In some implementations, where the recurrent
recurrent layer has been replaced by a matrix that has a neural network 110 is a speech recognition model , the above
lower rank than the recurrent weight matrix and the inter- 10 described techniques may be used to compress the recurrent
layer weight matrix has been replaced by a matrix that has neural network 110 by at least 68 % while achieving a word
a lower rank than the inter -layer weight matrix . In so doing, error rate that is within 5 % of the uncompressed model .

FIG . 2 is a flow diagram of an example process 200 for
compressing a recurrent neural network . For convenience,
In particular,using the compression scheme described in 15 the process 200 will be described as being performed by a
this specification , the compressed recurrent layer 120 has system of one or more computers located in one or more
been compressed by replacing the recurrent weight matrix , locations. For example, a neural network system , e.g. , the
Wn', and inter -layer weight matrix, Wa', of the compressed neural network system 100 of FIG . 1 , appropriately pro

the number of parameters in the recurrent and inter - layer
weight matrices have been reduced.

layer 120 with respective first and second compressed
matrix , P ?. Specifically, the recurrent weight matrix , Wn',
and inter-layer weight matrix , W. , are jointly compressed
by determining a projection matrix such that Wh' is defined
by Z ' P' and W? is defined by ZZP' . The first and second
compressed weight matrices and the projection matrix each 25

grammed in accordance with this specification , can perform
The system trains an uncompressed recurrent neural net
work on training data ( step 202 ) to determine trained values
of the parameters in the weight matrices of the layers of the
uncompressed recurrent neural network . For example, the
system can train the recurrent neural network 110 of FIG . 1

weight matrices, Zn', and Z', and a corresponding projection 20 the process 200 .

have a rank that is lower than the rank of the inter - layer
weight matrix and the recurrent weight matrix . Techniques
for compressing a recurrent layer to reduce the number of

before any of the recurrent layers in the network have been
compressed. The system can train the uncompressed recur
rent neural network using conventional recurrent neural
parameters while maintaining high performance is described network training techniques, e.g. , stochastic gradient
30 descent with backpropagation through time .
in more detail below with reference to FIG . 3 .
Accordingly, after the compression, when the recurrent
The system compresses one or more of the recurrent
neural network 110 is a standard recurrent neural network , layers in the recurrent neural network ( step 204 ) . In particu
the layer output generated by the compressed recurrent layer lar, for each recurrent layer that is to be compressed, the
system generates a first compressed weight matrix , Zh ' , and
120 satisfies:

35 a projection matrix , Pl so that the product of the first

h '= (W - 1 , -1 +zph ,- /'+ b ),

while the layer output generated by the recurrent layer 130
satisfies:

hil+ 1 = 0 ( Z !Ph + wnl+ The_1' +62+ 1 ).

compressed weight matrix and the projection matrix
approximates the recurrent weight matrix W ,' of the recur

rent layer and generates a second compressed weight matrix ,

Zz ', based on the first compressed weight matrix , Zh ' , and the

40 projection matrix, P so that the product of the second
compressed weight matrix and the projection matrix

In some other implementations, the recurrent layers in the approximates the inter - layer weight matrix of the recurrent
recurrent neural network 110 are long short - term memory layer. Compressing a particular recurrent layer is described
( LSTM) layers and the state of a given LSTM layer and the in more detail below with reference to FIG . 3. Because the
layer output of the LSTM layer are different. To generate a 45 compression of a given layer depends only on the recurrent
layer output, a given LSTM layer applies multiple gates to weight matrix and the inter - layer weight matrix of the layer,
the current layer input and the current layer state , to generate i.e. , and not on the matrices of any other layers , the system
the new layer output and to update the current layer state to can compress a single recurrent layer, multiple recurrent
generate the new layer state . Thus, as part of generating a layers, or all of the recurrent layers in the recurrent neural
layer output, the LSTM will generally apply multiply dif- 50 network .
ferent weight matrices to both the current layer input and the
The system re -configures the recurrent neural network
current layer state . The operation of LSTM layers is with the compressed weight matrices ( step 206 ) . That is , for
described in more detail in H. Sak, A. Senior, and F. each recurrent layer that was compressed, the system
Beaufays, “ Long short -term memory recurrent neural net- replaces the recurrent weight matrix for the layer with the
work architectures for large scale
acoustic modeling,” in 55 product of the first compressed weight matrix and the
Proc . of Interspeech , 2014 , pp . 338-342 .
projection matrix and the inter - layer weight matrix for the
When the recurrent layers are LSTM layers, the recurrent layer with the product of the second compressed weight
weight matrix for a given LSTM layer can be considered to
be the vertical concatenation of the weight matrices that the

matrix and the projection matrix . Because the product of the
first compressed weight matrix and the projection matrix is

given LSTM layer applies to the current layer state . The 60 of a lower rank than the recurrent weight matrix and the

inter - layer weight matrix for a given LSTM layer can be product of the second compressed weight matrix and the
considered to be the vertical concatenation of the weight projection matrix the inter -layer weight matrix of the layer,
matrices that a next LSTM layer applies to the layer outputs the matrices include fewer parameters than their correspond
generated by the given LSTM layer.
ing matrices in the uncompressed neural network .
While in the example of FIG . 1 only the compressed 65 Optionally, after re - configuring the recurrent neural net
recurrent layer 120 is compressed, in some cases more than work , the system can fine - tune the performance of the
one of the recurrent layers or even all of the recurrent layers compressed neural network by training the re -configured
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neural network on additional training data to further adjust
In these implementations, if the system is compressing
the trained values of the parameters while maintaining the multiple recurrent layers within the recurrent neural net
ranks of the projection matrices and the compressed weight work , the value of 1 will likely differ between the multiple
matrices, i.e. , constraining the ranks of the projection matri- layers, i.e. , because a different l will satisfy the above criteria
ces and the compressed weight matrices to not increase . 5 for SVDs of different matrices.
The system stores the weight matrices of the re -configOnce the system has truncated the SVD to generate a
ured neural network for use in instantiating a trained neural truncated first unitary matrix ? , a truncated rectangular
network , i.e. , a trained recurrent neural network that can diagonal matrix Ž , and a truncated second unitary matrix Ñ ,
effectively be used to process neural network inputs ( step the system can set the first compressed weight matrix Zn
208 ) . In some cases , in addition to or instead of storing the 10 equal to ?Ž and the projection matrix P equal to ÔT.
weight matrices, the system can transmit the weight matrices
The system determines the second compressed weight
and other data defining the configuration of the neural matrix Z from the first compressed weight matrix Zn , and
network to another system for use in implementing a trained the projection matrix P ( step 306 ) . In particular, the system

recurrent neural network . For example , the system can
transmit the configuration data to a mobile device to allow

the compressed recurrent neural network to be implemented
on the mobile device.
FIG . 3 is a flow diagram of an example process 300 for
compressing an inter - layer weight matrix and a recurrent
weight matrix for a particular recurrent layer. For conve
nience , the process 300 will be described as being performed
by a system of one or more computers located in one or more

15

determines the second compressed weight matrix by solving
the following least -squares problem :
zi = arg min (1|YP – W {]1%).

20

where | X | F denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix X.

The system can solve the least -squares problem using con
ventional least -squares techniques, e.g. , using a least

locations. For example, a neural network system , e.g. , the
neural network system 100 of FIG . 1 , appropriately pro 25 squares solver.
grammed in accordance with this specification , can perform
Embodiments of the subject matter and the functional
the process 300 .
operations
described in this specification can be imple
The system determines a singular value decomposition mented in digital
circuitry, in tangibly -embodied
( SVD ) of the recurrent weight matrix Wh for the particular computer softwareelectronic
or firmware , in computer hardware ,
recurrent
layer (stepweight
302) .matrix
The singular
value decomposition
including the structures disclosed in this specification and
of the recurrent
is a decomposition
of the 30 their
structural equivalents , or in combinations of one or
matrix W , into a first unitary matrix U , a rectangular more of
them . Embodiments of the subject matter described
diagonal matrix ? , and a second unitary matrix V. In in this specification
can be implemented as one or more
particular, the SVD satisfies:
computer programs, i.e. , one or more modules of computer
35 program instructions encoded on a tangible non - transitory
W = UZVI.
program carrier for execution by, or to control the operation
The system can determine the SVD of the recurrent of, data processing apparatus. Alternatively or in addition ,
weight matrix using a known SVD decomposition tech- the program instructions can be encoded on an artificially
nique. For example, the system can first reduce the recurrent generated propagated signal, e.g. , a machine- generated elec
weight matrix to a bidiagonal matrix and then compute the 40 trical, optical , or electromagnetic signal, that is generated to
SVD of the bidiagonal matrix using an iterative method, encode information for transmission to suitable receiver
apparatus for execution by a data processing apparatus. The
e.g. , a variant of the QR algorithm .
The system truncates the SVD to generate the first com- computer storage medium can be a machine -readable stor
pressed weight matrix Z , and the projection matrix P ( step age device , a machine -readable storage substrate , a random
304 ) . In particular, the system truncates the SVD by (i ) 45 or serial access memory device , or a combination of one or
retaining the top , i.e. , highest, 1 values in the rectangular more of them .
diagonal matrix X and setting the remaining values to zero ,
The term “ data processing apparatus ” refers to data pro
( ii ) retaining the top 1 values in each singular vector, i.e. , cessing hardware and encompasses all kinds of apparatus,
column, of the first unitary matrix U and setting the remain- devices, and machines for processing data, including by way

ing values to zero , and (iii ) retaining the top 1 values in each 50 of example a programmable processor, a computer, or mul
tiple processors or computers. The apparatus can also be or
further include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g. , an FPGA
and setting the remaining values to zero.

singular vector, i.e. , column, of the second unitary matrix V

Generally , 1 is a value that is less than the dimensionality ( field programmable gate array ) or an ASIC ( application
of the weight matrices and that has been configured to specific integrated circuit) . The apparatus can optionally
control the degree of compression applied to the recurrent 55 include , in addition to hardware, code that creates an execu
layer. That is , the smaller the value of 1 , the higher the degree tion environment for computer programs, e.g. , code that
of compression that is applied .
constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database
In some implementations, 1 is a predetermined value .
management system , an operating system , or a combination
In some other implementations, the system determines 1 of one or more of them .
so that the truncated SVD retains at most a predetermined 60 A computer program (which may also be referred to or
threshold fraction T of the explained variance in the SVD described as a program , software , a software application, a
operation. In particular, the system can set 1 to be the value module, a software module, a script, or code ) can be written
for which the ratio of (i ) the sum of the squares of the top , in any form of programming language, including compiled

i.e. , highest , 1 values in the rectangular diagonal matrix ? to or interpreted languages, or declarative or procedural lan
( ii ) the sum of the squares of all of the values in the 65 guages , and it can be deployed in any form , including as a
rectangular diagonal matrix ? is greatest while still being stand - alone program or as a module, component, subroutine,
less than t .

or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A
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computer program may, but need not , correspond to a file in
a file system . A program can be stored in a portion of a file
that holds other programs or data, e.g. , one or more scripts
stored in a markup language document, in a single file

includes a back - end component, e.g. , as a data server, or that
includes a middleware component, e.g. , an application
server , or that includes a front - end component, e.g. , a client
computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser
dedicated to the program in question , or in multiple coor- 5 through which a user can interact with an implementation of
dinated files, e.g. , files that store one or more modules , the subject matter described in this specification, or any
sub -programs, or portions of code . A computer program can combination of one or more such back - end, middleware, or
be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple front - end components. The components of the system can be
computers that are located at one site or distributed across interconnected by any form or medium of digital data
multiple sites and interconnected by a communication net- 10 communication , e.g. , a communication network . Examples
work .
of communication networks include a local area network
The processes and logic flows described in this specifi- ( “LAN ” ) and a wide area network (“ WAN ” ) , e.g. , the
cation can be performed by one or more programmable Internet.
computers executing one or more computer programs to
The computing system can include clients and servers . A
perform functions by operating on input data and generating 15 client and server are generally remote from each other and
output. The processes and logic flows can also be performed typically interact through a communication network . The
by, and apparatus can also be implemented as , special relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer
purpose logic circuitry, e.g. , an FPGA (field programmable programs running on the respective computers and having a
gate array ) or an ASIC ( application - specific integrated cir- client - server relationship to each other .
20
While this specification contains many specific imple
cuit) .
Computers suitable for the execution of a computer mentation details, these should not be construed as limita
program include, by way of example, can be based on tions on the scope of any invention or of what may be
general or special purpose microprocessors or both, or any claimed, but rather as descriptions of features that may be

other kind of central processing unit . Generally, a central specific to particular embodiments of particular inventions.
processing unit will receive instructions and data from a 25 Certain features that are described in this specification in the

read -only memory or a random access memory or both . The context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in
essential elements of a computer are a central processing combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various
unit for performing or executing instructions and one or features that are described in the context of a single embodi
more memory devices for storing instructions and data . ment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments
Generally, a computer will also include , or be operatively 30 separately or in any suitable subcombination . Moreover,
coupled to receive data from or transfer data to , or both , one although features may be described above as acting in
or more mass storage devices for storing data , e.g. , mag- certain combinations and even initially claimed as such , one
ic, magneto -optical sks , or optical disks . However, a

or more features from a claimed combination can in some

computer need not have such devices . Moreover, a computer cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed
can be embedded in another device , e.g. , a mobile telephone, 35 combination may be directed to a subcombination or varia
a personal digital assistant (PDA) , a mobile audio or video tion of a subcombination .
player, a game console , a Global Positioning System (GPS )
Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in
receiver, or a portable storage device, e.g. , a universal serial a particular order, this should not be understood as requiring
that such operations be performed in the particular order
bus (USB ) flash drive, to name just a few .
Computer - readable media suitable for storing computer 40 shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations
program instructions and data include all forms of non- be performed , to achieve desirable results. In certain cir
volatile memory , media and memory devices, including by cumstances , multitasking and parallel processing may be
way of example semiconductor memory devices , e.g. , advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system
EPROM , EEPROM , and flash memory devices; magnetic modules and components in the embodiments described
disks , e.g. , internal hard disks or removable disks ; magneto- 45 above should not be understood as requiring such separation
optical disks ; and CD - ROM and DVD - ROM disks . The in all embodiments , and it should be understood that the
processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or described program components and systems can generally
incorporated in , special purpose logic circuitry.
be integrated together in a single software product or pack
To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the aged into multiple software products.
subject matter described in this specification can be imple- 50 Particular embodiments of the subject matter have been
mented on a computer having a display device , e.g. , a CRT described . Other embodiments are within the scope of the
( cathode ray tube) or LCD ( liquid crystal display ) monitor, following claims . For example, the actions recited in the
for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve

pointing device , e.g. , a mouse or a trackball, by which the desirable results. As one example , the processes depicted in
user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of 55 the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the
devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve
well ; for example , feedback provided to the user can be any desirable results. In certain implementations, multitasking
form of sensory feedback , e.g. , visual feedback, auditory and parallel processing may be advantageous.
feedback , or tactile feedback ; and input from the user can be
received in any form , including acoustic , speech , or tactile 60

input. In addition , a computer can interact with a user by
sending documents to and receiving documents from a
device that is used by the user ; for example, by sending web
pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response
to requests received from the web browser.
Embodiments of the subject matter described in this
specification can be implemented in a computing system that

65

What is claimed is :

1. A system comprising:
data processing hardware ; and
memory hardware in communication with the data pro
cessing hardware and storing instructions that when
executed on the data processing hardware cause the
data processing hardware to perform operations com
prising :
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training an uncompressed version of a recurrent neural

12
trained RNN is within 5 % of a word error rate of the

network (RNN ) on training data to learn a respective uncompressed version of the RNN prior to compressing the
recurrent weight matrix , Wh , and a respective inter- at least one recurrent layer of the plurality of uncompressed
layer weight matrix , Wx, for each of a plurality of recurrent layers.
uncompressed recurrent layers of the uncompressed 5 8. A method for compressing a recurrent neural network
version of the RNN , each recurrent layer of the ( RNN ), the method comprising:
plurality of uncompressed recurrent layers configtraining , by data processing hardware , an uncompressed
ured to , for each of a plurality of time steps:
version of a recurrent neural network (RNN ) on train
receive a respective layer input for the time step ; and
ing data to learn a respective recurrent weight matrix ,
process the respective layer input for the time step to 10
and a respective inter- layer weight matrix , W.x, for
generate a respective layer output for the time
each of a plurality of uncompressed recurrent layers of
step ;
the uncompressed version of the RNN , each recurrent
re - configuring the trained RNN by, for at least one
layer of the plurality of uncompressed recurrent layers
recurrent layer of the plurality of uncompressed
configured to , for each of a plurality of time steps:
recurrent layers of the uncompressed version of the 15
receive a respective layer input for the time step ; and
process the respective layer input for the time step to
trained RNN , compressing the recurrent layer by :
determining a respective singular value decomposi
generate a respective layer output for the time step;
tion ( SVD ) of the respective recurrent weight
re -configuring the trained RNN by, for at least one recur
rent layer of the plurality of uncompressed recurrent
matrix , Wh, for the recurrent layer;
generating a first compressed weight matrix , Z , and 20
layers of the uncompressed version of the trained RNN ,
a projection matrix, P ?, based on the respective
compressing, by the data processing hardware, the
SVD of the respective recurrent weight matrix ,
recurrent layer by :
determining a respective singular value decomposition
Wh, for the recurrent layer;
generating a second compressed weight matrix, Z , ',
( SVD ) of the respective recurrent weight matrix , Who
based on the first compressed weight matrix, Zh ' , 25
for the recurrent layer ;
generating a first compressed weight matrix , Z , and a
and the projection matrix, P ' ;
replacing the respective recurrent weight matrix , Wh,
projection matrix, P ', based on the respective SVD of
the respective recurrent weight matrix , W,, for the
with the product of the first compressed weight
recurrent layer ;
matrix, Zn ', and the projection matrix, P' ; and
replacing the respective inter - layer weight matrix , 30
generating a second compressed weight matrix , Z ,
Wx with the product of the second compressed
based on the first compressed weight matrix , Zi , and
the projection matrix , P ' ,
weight matrix, Za ', and the projection matrix, P' ;
and
replacing the respective recurrent weight atrix, Wh
transmitting the re -configured trained RNN having the
with the product of the first compressed weight
at least one compressed recurrent layer to a mobile 35
matrix , Zn ' , and the projection matrix , P ’ ; and
device in communication with the data processing
replacing the respective inter -layer weight matrix , W.
with the product of the second compressed weight
hardware, the re -configured trained RNN having the
matrix, Zd, and the projection matrix, P' ; and
at least one compressed recurrent layer configured to
receive a respective neural network input at each of
transmitting, by the data processing hardware , the re
multiple time steps and generate a respective neural 40
configured trained RNN having the at least one com
network output at each of the multiple time steps.
pressed recurrent layer to a mobile device in commu
2. The system of claim 1 , wherein each recurrent layer of
nication with the data processing hardware , the
the plurality of uncompressed recurrent layers is configured
re -configured trained RNN having the at least one
to , for each time step , generate the respective layer output
compressed recurrent layer configured to receive a
for 1-1
the time step by applying an inter - layer weight matrix , 45
respective neural network input at each of multiple time
steps and generate a respective neural network output at
Wa for a previous layer to a current input to the layer and
applying the respective recurrent weight matrix , W , ', for the
each of the multiple time steps.
layer to a recurrent input to the layer.
9. The method of claim 8 , wherein the respective ranks of

3. The system of claim 1 , further comprising , after com- the first compressed weight matrix, Zn ' , and the projection
pressing the at least one recurrent layer of the plurality of 50 matrix , P ' , are less than the rank of the respective recurrent
uncompressed recurrent layers, generating the respective weight matrix , Wh, for the recurrent layer.
layer output, for each time step , by applying the first
10. The method of claim 8 , wherein the respective ranks
compressed weight matrix , Zn , and the projection matrix , P , of the second compressed weight matrix, Za ', and the
to a respective recurrent input to the layer.
projection matrix, P' , are less than the rank of the respective
4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the RNN comprises an 55 inter - layer weight matrix , Wx, for the recurrent layer.
acoustic model .
11. The method of claim 8 , wherein generating the second
5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the RNN comprises a compressed weight matrix , Za ', comprises inverting the

speech recognition model.
projection matrix , P , and multiplying the inverted projection
6. The system of claim 1 , wherein , after compressing the matrix by the respective inter -layer weight matrix , Wx, for
at least one recurrent layer of the plurality of uncompressed 60 the recurrent layer.
recurrent layers, the re - configured trained RNN comprises at
12. The method of claim 8 , wherein the at least one
least a 68 % compression of the uncompressed version of the recurrent layer of the plurality of uncompressed recurrent
RNN prior to compressing the at least one recurrent layer of layers that is compressed comprises an 1 - th layer, and

the plurality of uncompressed recurrent layers.

wherein the output for the 1 - th layer can be expressed by
7. The system of claim 1 , wherein , after compressing the 65 h = 0 (W ?- + Z , Phy-1'+ b %), wherein h, represents a hidden
1-1

at least one recurrent layer of the plurality of uncompressed

recurrent layers , a word error rate of the re -configured

layer activation output of the 1 -th layer at time t , W

represents an inter - layer weight matrix from a previous,
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( 1-1 ) -th, layer b ' represents an 1 -th layer bias vector, and o )

denotes a non - linear activation function .
13. The method of claim 8 , wherein the RNN comprises

a long short- term memory (LSTM) RNN .
14. The method of claim 8 , wherein the RNN comprises 5

an acoustic model.

15. The method of claim 8 , wherein the RNN comprises

a speech recognition model .
*
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